DESIGN POOLS

COMPREHENSIVE CARE
A COMPLETE OUTDOOR IMPROVEMENT

Careful planning and an expert eye for design combine on the featured project to create an outdoor living area that
seamlessly merges alfresco dining with the luxury of a home swimming pool. Not only did Design Pools complete the
pool and outdoor living area, it also undertook the complete home renovation. The project perfectly demonstrates the
company’s devotion to the construction of high quality pools and landscapes that cater to the clients’ everyday needs.
By incorporating the alfresco into the home’s design, Design Pools was able to maximise room for the pool and
provide necessary shade around the dining area to ensure the space can be used all year round.
The elevated alfresco offers a perfect view of the pool, allowing adults to supervise children, while also providing a
perfect outlook of the entire yard. Glass fencing surrounding the pool fulfils the safety requirements and enhances
the uninterrupted vista. Completing the impressive aesthetic, Design Pools installed travertine paving throughout the
alfresco and around the pool. The striking light colour of the tiles is complemented by the striking blue interior of the
pool, ensuring it’s the focal point of the backyard.
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Mobile: 0418 212 993 (Brian) / 0425 352 365 (David)
Email: brianformosa@bigpond.com
Builder’s Licence Number: 187842C

The alfresco includes an outdoor kitchen complete with a barbecue, sink and drink fridge. The clean layout and
cohesive aesthetic proves that Design Pools is just as comfortable creating outdoor living areas as it is at building
pools and constructing landscapes.
Design Pools offers a team of fully-qualified and licensed builders, carpenters, engineers, architects and pool builders.
Dedicated to providing quality workmanship and customer satisfaction, Design Pools also supplies and fixes all filtration
equipment as well as heating systems. It can also give advice to, and provide supervision for, owner-builders.
Design Pools takes great pride in providing its clients with professional service and exceptional outdoor designs. With
a wealth of industry experience, Design Pools can deliver fantastic results efficiently. Design Pools specialises in the
design and construction of swimming pools, pool renovations, new homes, extensions and renovations to homes as
well as timber decks and all types of carpentry.
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